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PO’S/PSO’S/CO’S 
 
PROGRAMME OUTCOMES: 
At the end of this program graduate should be able to: 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 
fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate and analyze real world problems to reach substantial 
conclusions using computer science and engineering concepts. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design a system component and process to meet desired 
needs. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: use research based knowledge and methods 
including design , interpretation of data ,analysis & synthesis of the information to provide valid 
conclusion. 

5.  Modern tool usage: apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering and IT 
tools including prediction and modelling to complex engineering activities with an understanding 
of the limitations. 

6. The engineer and society: communicate effectively both in written & oral formats 
7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts. 
8. Ethics: Demonstrate professional skills and ethics. 
9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader 

in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 
10. Communication: Ability to communicate effectively with peer community and society on 

complex software/system engineering activities through unambiguous spoken language, written 
reports, presentations. 

11. Project management and finance: Ability to apply the knowledge of Engineering and 
Management principles to manage projects as a team member or leader in multidisciplinary 
teams. 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 
independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO’S):  

PSO1:  Graduate will be able to apply computational techniques and software principles for designing of 

software product. 

PSO2: Analyze, design and develop efficient algorithms and software applications to deploy in secure 
environment to support contemporary services 

PSO3: Graduates will be able to become entrepreneur, zest for higher studies and to pursue career in IT 

industries. 

 

 

 

 

 



COURSE OUTCOME 

 

List of Course Outcome 

BEIT301T         APPLIED MATHEMATICS- III 

CO301.1 

Student can identify Laplace transforms & inverse Laplace transforms of various types of 
function, its properties and apply it to solve differential equation and are able to use in 
engineering Problems. 

CO301.2 
Students can use FourierTransforms and its inverse in practical applications, problems  
for the wave or diffusion equations can be solved easily using the Fourier Transform.  

CO301.3 
Student are capable to find the Z- Transform, inverse Z-Transforms of a sequence, identify 
its region of convergence and develop an ability to solve problems in various branches 
ofEngineering. 

CO301.4 
Student can determineeigen values and eigen vector sand These solution of line are 
differential equation using matrix method and student to apply concept of matrices and its 
application for solving engineering problems. 

CO301.5 
One can obtain random variables corresponding to random experiments; Specify 
probability density and cumulative distribution functions for both discrete and continuous  
random       variables. Calculate     the distributions for functions of random variables. 

CO301.6 
The mathematical  expectation enables us to learn and apply a shortcut formula for the 
variance, deviation, std. deviation . Also it is used to find moments, moment generating 
functions using shortcut method for various applications. 

BEIT302T-PROGRAMMING LOGIC DESIGN IN ‘C’ 

CO302.1 
Understandthe basics of computer programming and write, compile, debug programs in C 
language. Also Use different data types, decision structures and loops in a computer 
program. 

CO302.2 
Understand and apply the in-built functions and customized functions for solving the 
problems and apply the pointers, memory allocation techniques ,Arrays, Searching & 
Sorting. 

CO302.3 Understand concept of String, string library functions, Structures and Union. 

CO302.4 Understand & Evaluate File Handling and Command Line Argument in C. 

CO302.5 Understand memory allocation functions as well as Graphic’s functions to implement  

CO302.6 Learn about Bios functions and Terminate and Stay resident program. 
BEIT303T-ETHICS IN IT 

CO303.1 Understand the importance of ethics for business, IT professionals and IT users and to 
evaluate ethical principles in IT sectors. 

CO303.2 Evaluate various aspects of cyber crime and identify causes, types and responses on cyber 
crime. 

CO303.3 Identify and summarize key issues of privacy and freedom of expression. 



CO303.4 Understand about intellectual property and its different aspects and issues. 

CO303.5 Illustrate the ethical culture of IT organizations and analyze the role of workers in that. 

CO303.6 Analyze the impact of Information Technology on Quality of life, health care domain. 

BEIT304T-Digital Electronics and fundamental of microprocessor 

CO304.1 
Able to Convert decimal number into binary, octal and hexa decimal system and also to 
apply them for real life problems. Minimize the digital circuits by simplification of the 
expression using Boolean algebra. 

CO304.2 
Analyze the working of Multiplexers, Demultiplexer, Encoders, Decoders, Code Converters, 
Adders, Subtractor (Half, Full),BCD Adder/ Subtractor 

CO304.3 Able to understand the working of FlipFlops 

CO304.4 Design ,Analyze the working of , Registers, Counters, 

CO304.5 Able to understand PLA, PAL, Architecture of 8085 MP and its instruction set. 

CO304.6 Able to understand interrupt structure and timing diagrams of 8085, 

BEIT305T-Data Communication 

CO305.1 
Study about communication model, data representation and analyze the data flow in a 
data communication system. 

CO305.2 
To learn about protocol and network addressing and be able to explain the principles of a 
layered protocol architecture. 

CO305.3 
Estimate types of signals with conversion techniques; Understand the importance of 
transmission modes and to prepare mathematical background for communication signal 
analysis. 

CO305.4 Design and Enhance various multiplexing, conversion techniques and switching networks. 

CO305.5 
Evaluate building blocks of digital communication media; analyze error performance of 
data in presence of noise and other interferences. Study about satellite communication. 

CO305.6 
The Unit contents include protocols and equipment in communications network such as 
the Internet, local area networks and wide area networks. It provides both practical and 
general knowledge of communication 

BEIT306T-ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 

CO306.1 
Understand key current environmental problems 

CO306.2 
Be able to identify and value the effect of the pollutants on the environment: atmosphere, 
water and soil. 

CO306.3 
Be able to analyse an industrial activity and identify the environmental problems. 

CO306.4 
Be able to select the most appropriate technique to purify and/or control the emission of 
pollutants. 



CO306.5 
Be able to apply the basis of an Environmental Management System (EMS) to an industrial 
activity 

CO306.6 
Be able to plan strategies to control, reduce and monitor pollution. 

BEIT401T  Discrete Mathematics and Graph Theory  

CO401.1 
Students will be able to describe several areas of mathematics beyond calculus , express 
their interest in mathematics ,understand why mathematical thinking is valuable in daily 
life and solve equations and inequalities both algebraically and graphically.  

CO401.2 
Students will be able to compute the Cartesian product of sets , find the domain , co-
domain and range of a relation. Drawthe graphs of various types of realtions and perform 
the algebraic operations on real functions. 

CO401.3 
The study of group theory aims to introduce students to some more sophisticated 
concepts , results as an essential part of general mathematical culture and as a basis for 
further study of more advanced mathematics 

CO401.4 

To know concepts from the theory of rings such as zero divisor, division rings and fields 
which form the essentials of the mathematicsLattice is an introduction to partiallyordered 
sets. A knowledge of Boolean algebra serves two main purposes: firstly,to describe and 
define the function of alogic circuit; and secondly by simplifying the Boolean expression 
defining aparticular circuit, one can simplify orreduce the associated hardware.  

CO401.5 Students will be able to model and solve real-world problems using graphs and trees, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively.  

CO401.6 
Students will be able to apply diverse counting strategies to solve varied problems 
involving strings, combinations, distributions, partitions and analyze combinatorial, 
algebraic, inductive, formal proofs of combinatoric identities. 

BEIT402T  Algorithm and Data Structures  

CO402.1 Understand the importance of algorithm, data structure & their basic usability in 
application 

CO402.2 Describe & implement the basic concept  & terminology of linear data structure like stack 
& Queue  

CO402.3 Use the link list  data structure for solving various application depending on various 
behavioral properties 

CO402.4 Select and use the appropriate non linear data structure (tree) for problem solving  and 
programming 

CO402.5 Ability to apply and implement graph concept  to solve real time problem 

CO402.6 Apply algorithm for solving problem like sorting, searching ,insertion and deletion of data. 

BEIT403T   Theory of Computation 

CO403.1 Understand basic properties of formal languages and formal grammars, deterministic and 
nondeterministic finite automata 



CO403.2 Understand the relation between types of languages and types of finite automata 
CO403.3 Design grammars and recognizers for different formal languages  
CO403.4 Understand basic properties of Turing machines and computing with Turing machines 
CO403.5 Determine the decidability and intractability of computational problems 
CO403.6 Understand Recursive Function: Basic functions and operations on them 
BEIT404T  Computer Architecture and Organization  

CO404.1 Ability to understand basic Architecture of computer and its basic unit and internal 
structure. 

CO404.2 
Ability to perform computer arithmetic operations and Master the binary and hexadecimal 
number systems including computer arithmetic 

CO404.3 
Ability to design memory organization that uses storage for different word size operations 
and different page replacement policies. 

CO404.4 Ability to understand the concept of I/O organization and cache mapping techniques. 

CO404.5 Ability to understand control unit operations 

CO404.6 
We will learn verity of hardware and software techniques that allow us to take advantage 
of instruction level parallelism to fully utilize the potential of the functional units  

BEIT405T  Object Oriented Methodology 

CO405.1 To prepare and implement object-oriented design for small/medium scale problems 

CO405.2 Understand how object-oriented concepts are incorporated into the programming 
Language 

CO405.3 Understand the concept of class and object. Implement the constructor and destructor. 
CO405.4 To understand the concept of inheritance and itstypes. 
CO405.5 To understandthe concept of polymorphism and types of polymorphism, virtual function. 
CO405.6 Implement friendfunction .Apply file handling concept andimplement variousfunctions. 
BEIT501T SYSTEM PROGRAMMING  

CO501.1 
To understand the basics of system programs like editors, compiler, assembler, linker, 
loader, interpreter and MACRO. 

CO501.2 
To understand & Design of object code generation through translator(assembler) 

CO501.3 
To Understand the interlinking functions in program with MACRO & it’s processing.  

CO501.4 
To understand how linker and loader create an executable program from an object module 
created by assembler and compiler. 

CO501.5 
To understand the various phases of compiler and compare its working with assembler. 

CO501.6 
To understand the various drivers in UNIX and difference between Unix and Windows 
operating system. 

BEIT502T  DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS 



CO502.1 Students will be able to define the various recurrence relation methods and complexity. 

CO502.2 Students will be able to define the various algorithm analysis methods. 

CO502.3 Students will be able to estimate the asymptotic time complexities of various recurrence 
relations. 

CO502.4 Students will be able to choose the appropriate method to solve the recurrence relations 

CO502.5 Students will be able to distinguish and give examples for the different types of algorithm 
development strategies. 

CO502.6 Students will be able to describe the use of P, NP, polynomial reduction, NP-hardness, and 
NP-Completeness. 

BEIT503T Software Engineering 

CO503.1 Knowledge about the software engineering process, its importance and its characteristics.  

CO503.2 Study of various quality analysis parameters and their techniques of implementation.  

CO503.3 Study of various approaches of modeling and analysis & Knowledge about the basic 
concepts of system engineering and requirement engineering. 

CO503.4 Study of design engineering strategies and their key components.  

CO503.5 Knowledge of software Testing and its importance and Knowledge of Various key of  
software testing . 

CO503.6 Study of risk analysis, Knowledge about quality management strategies, change handling 
and reengineering concept. 

BEIT504T COMPUTER GRAPHICS  

CO504.1 To understand the basic terminology used in computer Graphics . 

CO504.2 To understand and explain Scaling, rotation, translation, rotation about arbitrary point, 
reflections, shearing. Tolearn about polygon filling techniques.  

CO504.3  To use  geometric transformations on graphics objects and their application in composite 
form. 

CO504.4 To understand about the concept segmentation and windowing and clipping  techniques. 

CO504.5 Understanding the different methods used for curves and surfaces. 

CO504.6 To understand and use the different color models, color applications and Animation  

BEIT505T Java Programming 

CO505.1 Understand OOPs concepts, Java programming constructs and JVM and byte codes 

CO505.2 Knowledge of the structure and model of the Java programming language 

CO505.3 Able to write Simple java programs using Classes, Inheritance, Exception handling and 
applets. 

CO505.4 Develop programs using thread concepts and swings 

CO505.5 Develop simple Java application in the Java programming language 



CO505.6 Propose the use of certain technologies by implementing them in the Java programming 
language to solve the given problem 

BEIT506T  INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

CO506.1 
To understand the functional areasof  accounting, marketing,finance,and management. 
Understandthelocalbusiness environment and growth analysis 

CO506.2 
Understanding how to use economic problem solving skills and to discuss the 
opportunities and challenges of the increasing globalization of the world economy. 

CO506.3 
To understand market investment strategies . 

CO506.4 
To understand how to use knowledge of key leadership concepts.    

CO506.5 
To understand how to identify the most recognized sources  of  funding. 
financing for business start-ups 

CO506.6  
To apply decision-support tools to business decision making. 
business decision making. 

BEIT601T COMPUTER NETWORKS  

CO601.1 Understand the basics of computer network & network architecture 

CO601.2 Demonstrate the various types of data link layer protocol  

CO601.3 Understand the various types of routing protocol and IP addressing 

CO601.4 Outline the mechanisms involved in transport layer & in application layer 

CO601.5 Trace the flow of information from one node to another node in the network 

CO601.6 Understand the concept of network security & internet security 

BEIT602T OPERATING SYSTEM  

CO602.1 Students will be able to define the basic concepts of operating system 

CO602.2 Students will be able to define file management  and identify the 
different disk scheduling algorithms and check their efficiency 

CO602.3 Students will be able to define process, differentiate and give 
examples for  the different process scheduling algorithms in 
operating system. 
 
 

CO602.4 Students will be able to choose efficient memory management 
techniques used in different operating system 

CO602.5 Students will be able to correlate the different types of process 
synchronization methods that can be used in solving classical 
problems. 
 

CO602.6 Graduates will be able define solutions for dead lock problems like its detection and 
avoidance and their comparative application scenarios 



BEIT603T Database Management Systems 

CO603.1 To explore the various models of DBMS and levels in the architecture of DBMS. 

CO603.2 Relate the problems in day to day life by implementing the Entity relationship model and 
understanding queries in terms of relational algebra. 

CO603.3 To be competent in use of Structured Query Language SQL 

CO603.4 Understand the various database optimization techniques.  

CO603.5 Face and resolve the crash in database system. 

CO603.6 Implement transactions, concurrency control, and be able to do Database recovery  

BEIT604T Internet Programming 

CO604.1 Understand HTML web development markup language  

CO604.2 Design and develop interactive, client-side, executable web applications 

CO604.3 Learn the skills and use of XML for storing and transporting data 

CO604.4 To acquire the knowledge of server side programming with dynamic websites by Learning 
of client side and server side programming. 

CO604.5 Describe Web development process and various server-side technologies and   Develop 
JSP applications using JSP life cycle. 

CO604.6 Describe Android features and development environment for implementing android 
applications. 

BEIT605T Functional English 

CO605.1 Students have better  reading  comprehension,  pronunciation, and functional English 
grammar.    

CO605.2 Students are able to  write letters and resumes 

CO605.3 Students are able to organize their thoughts for Effective presentation and writing. 

CO605.4 Students are able to learn skills to present themselves well in aninterview, and handle a 
Group Discussion. 

BEIT701T Data Warehousing and Mining  

CO701.1 To analyse and design a  data warehouse for any organization.  

CO701.2 To describe the aspect of data preprocessing. 

CO701.3 To understand and apply  knowledge of multidimensional schemes suitable for data 
warehousing. 

CO701.4 To understand  and apply the concept of datamining . 

CO701.5  To understand the concept of  association rules. 

CO701.6 To understand and design Business intelligence system. 



BEIT702T Computer System Security 

CO702.1 
Understands the basic concept of Cryptography and Network Security, their    
models and Algorithms. 

CO702.2 
Understand the basic concept of Crypt analysis attack,toprovide security from Crypt 
analysis attack study various Algorithms and mathematical models. 

CO702.3 
To getaware of publickey cryptography by studying various algorithms. 

CO702.4 
Understand the basic concept of Encryption and Authentication with the help of various 
applications and their working. 

CO702.5 
Acquire knowledge of Email service and key management by studying various protocols. 

CO702.6 
To get aware of web security, Network security,virus,wormsand firewall by studying 
various network layers and the supportive protocols at each network layer. 

BEIT703T ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

CO703.1 Analyze AI problems with respect to several problem characteristic 
CO703.2 Understand the concepts of heuristic search Techniques. 
CO703.3 Solve knowledge representation Issues 
CO703.4 Understand Natural language processing and its Application 
CO703.5 Design the Expert system for a given problem. 
CO703.6 UnderstandtheconceptofFuzzylogicandBayes theorem. 
BEIT704T1 Elective-I Mobile Computing 

CO704.1 To provide the student with an understanding of the Cellular concept, Frequency reuse, 
Hand-off strategies. 

CO704.2 To provide the student with an understanding of Equalization and diversity reception 
techniques 

CO704.3 To give the student an understanding of digital cellular systems (GSM, GPRS, WAP, 
cdma2000, and W-CDMA) 

CO704.4 To  illustrate  architecture  and  protocols  in  pervasive  computing  and 

CO704.5 To design successful mobile and pervasive computing applications and services 

CO704.6 To  give  practical  experience  in  the  area  through  the  design  and  execution  of  a  
modest research project 

BEIT704T2 Elective-I Multimedia Systems 

CO704.1 Students will be able to describe the fundamentals used in multimedia and to some extent 
be able to compare and evaluate them. 

CO704.2 To understand about data compression techniques, image compression techniques like 
JPEG, video compression techniques like MPEG, and the basic concepts about animation. 



CO704.3 Students will be able to explain about the technology necessary for creating multimedia 
content for the web, video, DVD, 2D and 3D graphics, sound and programming  

CO704.4 Students can apply the knowledge, techniques, skills and modern tools to become 
successful professionals in communication and Media industries  

CO704.5 
Students will be able to work and interact, through hands-on experiences, to design, 
develop, and modify electronically generated imagery using a wide range of sophisticated 
graphical tools and techniques  

BEIT704T3 Elective-I Bio-informatics 

CO704.1 Assess the role of information technology in the formation and use of knowledge. 

CO704.2 
Compare and contrast various technology and data resources needed for retrieving, 
storing, analyzing, managing, and communicating information for the delivery of nursing 
and healthcare. 

CO704.3 Integrate information technology (IT) culture, processes, roles, related terminology, and 
applications in the practice of nursing. 

CO704.4 Simulate participation as a team member in the Bio-informatics life cycle. 

CO704.5 Evaluate issues for security standards of automated applications in healthcare, including 
strategies to secure healthcare information from internal and external risks and threats. 

CO704.6 Demonstrate how to provide consumers and healthcare institutions with information to 
access, evaluate, and use electronic healthcare information and resources. 

BEIT704T4 Elective-I Compiler Design 

CO704.1 To understanding of design issues associated with operating systems.  

CO704.2 To know issues related to file system interface and implementation, disk management.  

CO704.3 To understand various process management concepts including scheduling, 
synchronization. 

CO704.4 To learn about memory management including virtual memory.  

CO704.5 To study system resources sharing among the users.  

CO704.6 Be familiar with protection and security mechanisms and deadlock handling.  

BEIT705T1 Elective-II Software Testing and Quality Assurance 

CO705.1 Knowledge of software Testing and its importance. Knowledge of Various key elements 
required for software testing. 

CO705.2 Unit testing concepts, Types of unit testing and Knowledge about Tools for unit testing 

CO705.3 Basic working for control flow analysis and Various criteria for control flow testing. 

CO705.4 Knowledge about integration of modules in software engineering and their testing. Types 
of interfaces in integration and their fundamentals. 

CO705.5 Knowledge about various types of tests, Documentations details and principals for 
preparing documentation 



CO705.6 Knowledge about user level testing and various standards for software quality assurance 

BEIT705T2 Cluster and Grid Computing (Elective II) 

CO705.1 Explore the area of Cluster Computing with fundamental details. 

CO705.2 Understand high availability,simulation model and process scheduling for cluster 
technology; learn various case studies of cluster system. 

CO705.3 Learn and design,architectureandtopologiesofgrid computing. 

CO705.4 Understandtraditionalparadigmsfordistributed computing and web services. 

CO705.5 Understand semantic grid and autonomic computing. 

CO705.6 KnowthebasicservicesincludingGridsecurity,Grid monitoring, Grid scheduling. 

BEIT705T3 Elective-II Digital Signal Processing 

CO705.1 To develop skills for analyzing and synthesizing algorithms and systems that process 
discrete time signals, with emphasis on realization and implementation. 

CO705.2 Represent discrete-time signals analytically and visualize them in the time domain. 

CO705.3 Understand the meaning and implications of the properties of systems and signals. 

CO705.4 Understand the Transform domain and its significance and problems related to 
computational complexity. 

CO705.5 Be able to specify and design any digital filters using MATLA 

BEIT705T4  Elective-II Digital Forensic for Information Technology 

CO705.1 Assess many of the opportunities and challenges associated with digital information 
systems that you have not 

CO705.2 seen before and explain them to those who have less technical background than you 

CO705.3 Actively contribute to discussions about design, maintenance and changes to the 
information systems that 

CO705.4 support digital collections for which you are responsible 

CO705.5 Read and understand the information technology trade press, recognizing opportunities 
and strategic implications 

CO705.6 for the management of digital collections 

CO705.7 Contribute substantive recommendations for policies related to the management of digital 
collections 

BEIT801T Distributed Systems 

CO801.1 Understand , fundamental principles of Distributed Systems 

CO801.2 Understands the message communication, remote procedure call and Remote method 
invocation (RPC and RMI) along with group communication. 



CO801.3 Apply the concepts of process for real time applications 

CO801.4 Implement and analyze deadlock conditions for various applications. 

CO801.5 Design a distributed shared memory system. 

CO801.6 To understand file system along with concepts of CORBA RMI. 

BEIT802T Gaming Architecture and Programming 

CO802.1 Strong technical skills suitable for professional programming roles in the game industry. 

CO802.2 Specialist knowledge in computer graphics, AI, physics and audio. 

CO802.3 The ability to design and build game engines from scratch in industry standard languages, 
including C++. 

CO802.4 Knowledge of the games development process, including the pitch, design, and use of a 
game engine to build a demo. 

CO802.5 Experience of the planning, management and execution of a major games technology 
project. 

BEIT803T1 Elective-III Embedded Systems 

CO803.1  To introduce the embedded Hardware and Interfacing. 

CO803.2  To make the students familiar with software development & tools for embedded systems. 

CO803.3 The objective of the course is to cover the Hardware Design, Software Development & 
RTOS for the Embedded Systems. 

BEIT803T2 Elective-III Digital Image Processing 

CO803.1 Understand the mathematical foundations for  digital image representation, image 
acquisition, image transformation, and image enhancement. 

CO803.2 Understand the mathematical principles of image restoration, image compression, and 
image segmentation. 

CO803.3 develop a theoretical foundation of fundamental concepts of digital image processing. 

 BEIT803T3 Elective-III Pattern Recognition 

CO803.1 Explain and compare a variety of pattern classification, structural pattern recognition, and 
pattern classifier combination techniques. 

CO803.2 Summarize, analyze, and relate research in the pattern recognition area verbally and in 
writing. 

CO803.3 Apply performance evaluation methods for pattern recognition, and critique comparisons 
of techniques made in the research literature. 

CO803.4 Apply pattern recognition techniques to real-world problems such as document analysis 
and recognition. 

CO803.5 Implement simple pattern classifiers, classifier combinations, and structural pattern 
recognizers. 

 BEIT803T4 Elective-III Machine Learning 



CO803.1 To understand the basic building blocks and general principles that allow one to design 
machine learning algorithms 

CO803.2 To become familiar with specific, widely used machine learning algorithms 

CO803.3 To learn methodology and tools to apply machine learning algorithms to real data and 
evaluate their performance 

BEIT804T1 Elective-IV Cyber Security 

CO804.1 To understand the concept of cyber space, netizens and various types of cyber crimes. 

CO804.2 To study Legal aspects of E-Commerce, IPR and Domain Name resolution. 

CO804.3 Discuss scope and limitations of IT Act of India 
BEIT804T2 Elective-IV Cloud Computing 

CO804.1 Understandcloudcomputingconceptanda systematic knowledge of the fundamental 
technology and characteristics. 

CO804.2 Learnthemainconceptsofcloudcomputing services and virtualization technology. 

CO804.3 Explore    and    understand    various    cloud platformsandwebservicesprovidedbyGoogle, 
Amazon and Microsoft. 

CO804.4  Learn thebroadapproaches to cloudmigration and various applications of Cloud. 

CO804.5 Identifyandunderstandthecoreissuesof cloud computing such as security and storage. 

CO804.6 Learnvariouscloudcomputingtoolsand future cloud. 

BEIT804T3 Elective-IV E-Commerce and Enterprise Resource Planning 

CO804.1 Understand concept of Ecommerce and its types. 

CO804.2 Be familiarized with technologies for Ecommerce. & Understand different types of Online 
Payment systems. 

CO804.3 Understand various E-business Strategies. 

CO804.4 To comprehend the technical aspects of ERP systems 

CO804.5 To understand concepts of reengineering and how they relate to ERP system 
implementations 

CO804.5 To understand the steps and activities in the ERP life cycle & able to identify and describe 
typical functionality in an ERP system 

BEIT804T4 Elective-IV Wireless Sensor Networks 

CO804.1  To Understand the basic WSN technology and supporting protocols, with emphasis placed 
on standardization basic sensor systems and provide a survey of sensor technology 

CO804.2  Understand the medium access control protocols and address physical layer issues 



CO804.3  Learn key routing protocols for sensor networks and main design issues 

CO804.4  Learn transport layer protocols for sensor networks, and design requirements 

CO804.5 Understand the Sensor management ,sensor A11 

Project 
CO805.1  Deepened their knowledge in IT generally, and their major specifically. 

CO805.2 Worked as a part of a team to achieve a multi-faceted set of outcomes in a realistic 
business environment 

CO805.3  Encountered scheduling and scope issues that they needed to manage using professional 
project management techniques 
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